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neue räume 17: Selected Novelties from Exhibitors
This year, too, neue räume will be presenting many exciting new designs that will
be shown publicly for the first time. Here’s a selection of products that will be
launched at the trade fair:

Barbry und Søborg Collection – Fredericia
Danish company Fredericia will be presenting two new collections of chairs: the Barbry barstool by
Aurélien Barbry blends a functional and minimalist design idiom and combines cool steel elements with
the finest leather or fabrics. Designed in the 1950s for an exhibition at the MoMA in New York, Børge
Mogensen’s classic Søborg chair will be offered for the first time in a fully upholstered design.

Bubble Lamps – Herman Miller
The Bubble Lamps are back again! US furniture manufacturer Herman Miller will be showing a re-edition
of George Nelson’s legendary pendant lamps. Filigree steel wire lends the pendants their characteristic
ribbed form. Developed in the 1950s, the technique for the production of the smooth, translucent skin is
based on a resinous, self-webbing spray-on lacquer coated with a plastic finish. The Bubble Lamps are
available in various shapes and sizes.
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New Interior Textiles and Wallpaper – Jakob Schlaepfer
At neue räume 17, Jakob Schlaepfer will be presenting a selection of new interior textiles and wallpaper.
Featuring the brand’s characteristic mix of local culture and future-oriented textile design, the longestablished and well-known Swiss company will be introducing eight new wallpaper designs and twelve
new fabrics, with the fabric collection focusing on surface lustre. Visitors can expect a colourful
arrangement boasting painterly patterns, stripes, check patterns and opulent floral designs, as well as a
wide range of shades and contrasts, as well as metallic silver.

mo-bi-le – Lichtprojekte Christian Deuber
Christian Deuber’s mo-bi-le ceiling light is characterised by its simple and playful concept based on a
yoke connecting two lights. A multitude of designs can be created by combining as many of these base
elements as one likes.

Cocooning – madetostay
Carsten Jörgensen and Peter Wirz are the designers behind new Swiss furniture label madetostay. They
create products that unite functionality and aesthetics, a quality that also applies to their first collection of
luminaires: available in six different colours and in a purist aluminium design, the organic Cocoon Lamps
will illuminate all kinds of rooms with their wonderful light.
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Tristan – manufakt
Swiss company manufakt is known for its garden furniture. Now, This Weber has designed an indoor
chair for the label: Tristan is based on a simple solid wood stool with a flexible multiplex back. The new
chair is available in different material combinations and colours. In addition to beech and oak, the chair
will also be produced in different colours from the Corbusier-palette. Visitors to neue räume 17 can see
and try out the chair in the central lounge: the restaurant will be furbished with this chair during the
exhibition days from 15 to 19 November.

Bicoca – Marset
Spanish company Marset will be using neue räume 17 to present a large range of luminaires, including
the young and colourful Bicoca collection: available in six different colours, the lamp features a powerful
magnet at the bottom and can thus be attached to both horizontal and vertical metal surfaces. The
lampshade can also be tilted to direct the warm light exactly to where it’s needed.

Seq – Mox
With Seq by Charles O. Job, Mox will be showing a sophisticated piece of furniture that can be used as
both a desk and a dining table for small spaces. The smart bit: reminiscent of a school desk, the tabletop
consists of two hinged panels that fold open, revealing three practical storage compartments to keep
things tidy.
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Nihan – Pode
Young Dutch label Pode will be introducing its new Nihan range of lounge chairs. Designed by Pascal
Bosetti, the furniture’s curved shapes and flowing lines guarantee superior comfort. The chair comes with
an upholstered oak seat shell; covers are available in a range of materials and colours, from robust neron
leather to the finest fabrics. The frame features either a lacquer or epoxy paint finish. Pode also offers a
comfortable matching footstool.

SKT re-edition – Seledue
Designed in 1996 by Kurt Thut for Thonet, the SKT chair is known for its clear lines and great
functionality. At neue räume 17, Seledue will be introducing a superb re-edition of this classic piece.
Simple and unobtrusive, the wooden chairs are stackable and, using connectors, can easily be arranged
in rows, which also makes the chairs a perfect choice for contract interiors.

S3 – Tecta
An enquiry from the Vatican Museums marked the birth of the new S3 shelf from Tecta: A clear, additive
system made from solid wood and steel according to designs by Klemens Grund. The tubular vertical
supports use the principle of a clamped column and thus the shelf does not need any diagonal bracing.
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Echo – Thut
Renowned Swiss furniture manufactory Thut will be presenting a particularly sustainable and innovative
new material: complementing Thut’s popular folding curtain-front wardrobes, the new Echo curtain is a
smart solution made from sound-absorbing felt. Echo is made from recycled PET bottles. The new
material contributes to improving a room’s ambiance by shortening reverberation time. The curtains are
available in different colours and will fit into all designs of Thut’s curtain-front wardrobes.

pli and solvolo – Tossa
With solvolo, Benny Mosimann has extended the Tossa collection with a beautiful and multi-functional
sideboard for both the home and the office. Available in different heights, the sideboard can be accessed
from either side and can thus also be used as a room divider. It is made from solid European wood,
featuring colourful sound-absorbing felt elements. Also new: Florian Hauswirth’s pli side table boasting a
foldable frame and a tray top, available in a round or oval shape and in natural ash or in ash with black
lacquer finish.
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